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With equity markets in turmoil due to concerns
over inflation, interest rates and geo-political
tensions, it is prudent to remember why we
invest in equities in the first place. For starters,
stocks have historically delivered the highest
returns of all asset classes over the long term.
Markets are the quantification of human
progressand being on the right side of that bet
(that things will generally get better over time -
even a lot better) is critical to building wealth
over time. More, stocks represent a perpetual
claim on all future dividends and growth of a
company going forward. So at times of market
volatility, investors need to ask whether any
short term event or events (plural) are going to
materially affect corporate earnings going
forward.

As with Covid-19, markets were able to move higher even mid-pandemic, because they saw the impact of
the virus as being short-lived. So what about inflation and interest rates? Are we returning to conditions
that dominated the ten year period from 1975 to 1985 when interest rates exceeded 15%, or is inflation
more transitory? We think it will be the latter, and current inflationary pressures are the result of too much
money chasing too few goods. Where consumers used to divide their spending between buying things
and buying experiences, Covid-19 has restricted or eliminated services because of social distancing
requirements. But with ten WHO-approved vaccines and now the arrival of monoclonal anti-viral
medications, the tide has likely shifted and the pandemic is expected to transition to endemic status. This
will open up restaurants, movie theatres, theatres, sporting events and global travel, giving consumers
alternatives to buying more things. Our position is that will result in a moderating of inflation and capital
markets will settle down sooner than later.

To be sure, interest rates will move higher, but our thesis is that rates hikes will be half what the markets
seem to be fearing now. My call is for rates to increase between 75 and 100bps or 0.75% to 1% between
now and year end. Even after factoring this in, money is still cheap by historical standards, and our
expectation is for the global economy to continue to grow and with it, corporate profits. This sets the stage
for a recovery in markets and investors who stay the course, will be positioned to participate in future
market gains. The cost of trying to time the market is high, and investors generally get out after stocks
have already seen most of their short term declines, and buy back in after stocks have recovered most of
this. In other words, selling lower and buying higher -exactly the opposite of what is needed. This case is
made by the article from Dimensional <here> which shows that the best five days in equity markets
account for more that one-third of all gains. A sobering reminder of the need to staying invested and
focussing on the long term.

We remain confident in the ability of our institutional wealth management partners at Dimensional,
EdgePoint, Guardian Capital and Mackenzie Investments to navigate their way through market
volatility and build wealth for you over time. The companies in our portfolios haven’t changed in the last
three weeks, and neither has the outlook for their earnings over the long term. So somewhat lower stock
market valuations is little more than a lower price assigned to a security at this moment in time. When
markets come to see inflation, interest rates and tensions between Russia and Ukraine as temporary,
stocks will start their climb back. And remember, markets have had a perfect track record since the
creation of capital markets over a century ago. Declines have always been short-lived, while gains have
been made over the long term. Our view is that this will be the case here too and history will once again
repeat itself.

As always, call me at any time and thank you for reading!
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Mutual Funds and some Segregated Funds provided by the Fund Companies are offered by Martin
Weiler, a registered representative, through Worldsource Financial Management Inc., sponsoring mutual
fund dealer. Other Products and Services are offered through First Capital Financial Corporation.This
email and any attachments are intended only for the recipient(s) named in this email and may contain
personal and/or confidential information. If you have received this email in error, please email the sender
immediately, and delete the original email. Dissemination, distribution, or copying of all or any part of this
message by anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is not authorized.The information provided in this
email and/or attachment/s is solely for general and educational purposes and is based on the
perspectives and opinions of the owners and writers. It is provided with the understanding that it may not
be relied upon as, nor considered to be, the rendering of tax, legal, accounting, or professional advice.
Please consult an appropriate professional regarding your particular circumstances. References to third
party goods or services should not be regarded as an endorsement of those goods or services. All
information provided is believed to be accurate and reliable, however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual
fund investments. Please read the prospectus and/or the fund facts before investing. Mutual funds are not
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
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